[Investigation on the 3 D geometric accuracy and on the image quality (MTF, SNR and NPS) of volume tomography units (CT, CBCT and DVT)].
The study aims at investigating how far image quality (MTF and NPS) differs in between CT, CBCT and DVT units and how far the geometrical 3 D accuracy and the HU calibration differ in respect to surgical or radio therapeutic planning. X ray image stacks have been made using a new designed test device which contains structures for measuring MTF, NPS, the 3 D accuracy and the Hounsfield calibration (jaw or skull program). The image stacks of the transversal images were analyzed with a dedicated computer program. The MTF values are correlated with the physical resolution (CT and DVT) and are influenced by the used Kernel (CT). The NPS values are limited to an intra system comparison due to the insufficient HU accuracy. The 3 D accuracy is comparable in between the system types. The values of image quality are not yet correlated with dose values: NPS. Investigations to an appropriate dosimetry are ongoing to establish the ratio between dose and image quality (ALARA principle). No fundamental difference between the systems can be stated in respect radio therapeutic planning: improper HU calibration accuracy in CBCT and DVT units. The geometric 3 D accuracy of high performance DVT systems is greater than that of CT Systems.